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Conference Series LLC LTD proudly announcing Young Researchers Awards with an aim to recognize outstanding achievement and contribution of professionals and researchers in the area of medical, life sciences and health care.

Young Researchers Presentation is a key session at 7th Asian Herbal and Traditional Medicine Summit which is scheduled during April 20-21, 2020 in Tokyo, Japan. Traditional Medicine-2020 focused on the theme “Exploring the possibilities of herbal and natural products”.

In recognition of current research and innovation, the Committee of Traditional Medicine-2020 Conference is organized to grant prestigious awards to talented young physicians, scientists, young students, post-graduates, post-doctoral researchers, trainees and junior faculty members.

The Young Researchers Awards are dedicated to providing a strong chance for early career scientists to share their expertise on all facets of medicine and exchange experiences with experts.

The Young Research Forum gives young researchers a platform to promote their own accomplishments and future prospects in their respective fields.

Major scientific sessions of Traditional Medicine-2020 conference are Herbal Medicine, Traditional Chinese Medicine, Acupuncture, Folk Medicine, Unani Medicine, Ayurveda, Japanese Medicine and this international conference will be attracting leading researches and decision-makers, top scholars and business professionals in their fields for exchanging worldwide knowledge and research.

Benefits:

- Acknowledgement as YRF Awardee
- Recognition by providing certificates and memento to the winners
- Recognition through website promotion and award page
- Opportunity for networking with partners worldwide
- Publish the research paper free of charge
- It is a great privilege for young researchers to learn about the areas of research to broaden their knowledge of research.
- Learn how to boost your career by networking with all new technologies.
- Collaboration platform for improved development among young researchers.
- Provide an opportunity for interaction in research and for established researchers in the field worldwide.
- Share your thoughts with leading scientists and mentors.

Eligibility:

Young Investigators, Post-Graduate Students, Masters Students, Post-doctoral Fellows, Trainees, young faculty members, Junior Scientists are eligible.

Criteria:

- All accepted abstracts will automatically be considered for the Award.
- All the presentation will be evaluated at the conference venue
- The judges of the award category are elected for all awards
- The award will be evaluated in terms of plan and format, intelligence, argument and approach, knowledge about past work, engaging quality,
message and main concerns, parity of visual content and wide printing.

Guidelines:

- All submissions must be in English
- The subject must be included in the scientific conference sessions
- A maximum of 2 abstracts is allowed for each participant
- Online submission of abstract must be made under the abstract template provided
- Abstracts must be written in Times New Roman and font dimension will be 12
- Title, name, affiliation, country, speaker’s biography, recent photograph, image and reference must be included in the abstract.

Conditions of Acceptance:

The award winner must apply, together with the author’s permission, a presentation for which the award is offered for publication on the website. If the PPT is not submitted and the authorisation is not obtained within the specified time period, the award will be terminated.

Award Announcements:

The recipients will be officially announced after the Conference is completed.